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***

Another tragic death of a 14 year old hockey player from British Columbia (click here).

“The community is mourning the sudden passing away on February 13, of 14-year-old Robin
Singh Janjua who played on Delta Hockey Academy’s U15 Green team”.

The Surrey Eagles posted the following on their Facebook: “The Surrey Eagles are grieving
the loss of one of the brightest stars of our local community, in the passing of Robin Janjua.

“He was a beloved son, brother and friend to many. He absolutely loved the game of
hockey, he was exceptionally talented and had a strong commitment and positive attitude
whenever he played. Robin embodied the essence of what it meant to be a great teammate,
and his loss will continue to be felt deeply across the hockey community. On behalf of the
Surrey Eagles, our players and parents, we are sending our thoughts and prayers to the
Janjua family at this very difficult time.”

Surrey Now-Leader reports (click here):

“The sudden death of a 14-year-old player has saddened the hockey community in
Surrey, Delta and beyond.

Robin Janjua played with Semiahmoo Minor Hockey in South Surrey/White Rock before he
left for Delta Hockey Academy at the start of the current season, to play on the academy’s
U15 Green team.

He died on Valentine’s Day (Feb. 14), according to posts on DHA’s social media accounts
Tuesday (Feb. 21).

Robin is  described has a “kind-hearted young man” who was “an exceptional  student,
athlete and teammate.”
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The cause of death has not been reported.

*
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The Worldwide Corona Crisis, Global Coup d’Etat Against
Humanity

by Michel Chossudovsky

Michel Chossudovsky reviews in detail how this insidious project “destroys people’s lives”.
He  provides  a  comprehensive  analysis  of  everything  you  need  to  know  about  the
“pandemic” — from the medical  dimensions to the economic and social  repercussions,
political underpinnings, and mental and psychological impacts.

“My  objective  as  an  author  is  to  inform people  worldwide  and  refute  the  official  narrative
which has been used as a justification to destabilize the economic and social fabric of entire
countries, followed by the imposition of the “deadly” COVID-19 “vaccine”. This crisis affects
humanity in its entirety: almost 8 billion people. We stand in solidarity with our fellow
human beings and our children worldwide. Truth is a powerful instrument.”
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